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The Home Economics Students at I owa State last year. 
DO YOU KNOW A GIRL? 
THAT IS, a girl just out of high school who will make an "AMES GIRL" 
of the kind that will make good use of the educational opportunities of-
fered in Home Economics education at Iowa State College? 
If you do, look her up and tell her what you know about the advantages in 
college training at Ames and in the fine democratic life of the College. 
You who are former students of Iowa State College can render it no finer 
service than to send to her doors each year some new and worthy young 
woman who will make the very best use of the education offered and add 
something worth while to the life of the College. You help the young 
woman, you help your Alma Mater, and you get a fine satisfaction out of it 
for yourself. 
Descriptive booklets and catalogs of the college courses will be sent by 
The Registrar on request. 
IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
AMES 
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We "Do Over" Our Rooms 
How Club Girls May Economically Redecorate Their Own Rooms 
By IRMA CAMP and ALICE DODGE, Instructors in Applied Art 
<;Elizabeth, Elspeth, B e t s y 
and Bess, 
They all went together to 
seek a bird's nest." 
YOU remember the Mother Goose rhyme, don't you, 
and how puzzled you felt 
when you found that all of 
them were just "other" 
names for Elizabeth. And 
she was only one girl after 
all. 
But haven't you been just 
as much puzzletl sometimes 
over four real girls who had 
four different names, but 
who did everything just alike. 
If one had a ·blue serge dress, 
they all had blue serge dresses; if one 
did her hair the new way, they an did 
their hair that way; if one wore grey silk 
stockings, they all wore grey silk stock-
ings-just because it was the style. 
Now in a certain town of Houses-All-
Alike there lived four girls who might 
have done things just that way because 
they were all sixteen, and they all went 
to the same high school, and they all 
belonged to the same club and had won-
derful times together. These four girls 
even lived on the same street and in 
houses that looked exactly alike on the 
outside, and each girl had the very same 
back room in each house for her very 
own. 
But the girls themselves were as diff-
erent as they could be. And their names 
were Josephine, Elizabeth, Margaret and 
Martha. 
Josephine was tall with brown eyes 
and a lot of straight, dark brown hair 
and rosy cheeks. She was full of life 
and fun. She loved the out-of-doors 
where she could skate and swim and 
take long walks, always with Curly, her 
dog. Josephine wasn't much interested 
in clothes because there were so many 
more delightful things to think about, 
and clothes were always getting torn 
and needed something done t.o them. 
Sewing wasn't fun, like reading a book, 
when you had to stay· in the house. 
Now Elizabeth was a very different 
kind of person. She was tall and slender 
with blue eyes and light hair. She loved 
to dance and to sing. She was not vain 
or frivoulous but she adored pretty 
clothes and knew how to put them on 
becomingly. And she liked a good time 
and-boys! 
Margaret was not like either Josephine 
or Elizabeth. She was small with heaps 
of curly red hair and red-brown eyes that 
matched. Color was her delight and she 
was always drawing or painting or sew-
ing or working in her flower garden, and 
everything that she did seemed someway 
to be like herself-charming, and yet 
different from everything else. 
And Martha, the fourth one in the 
group, was the quiet, lovable 
kind. She was medium in 
size, and had medium light 
hair, and medium hazel eyes. 
But her smile wasnt medium, 
nor the way she· could cook, 
or sew, or do her lessons. 
Everyone liked Martha-the 
girls, and the girls' mothers, 
and everybody who knew her. 
As I said, these girls all 
belonged to a little club. 
They called it the "Head, 
Hand, Heart and Health" 
club. One season they had 
learned to garden and to 
make the back-yard a love-
ly place to go to; an-
other year they had learned to can 
fruit and vegetables. But at the time 
that I am writing they had just be-
gun on interior decorating. Their club 
leader had told them that this meant 
nothing more or less than designing a 
room. 
"One chooses furnishings," she said, 
"and places them so that they will be 
both useful and decorative. If they are 
poorly chosen and poorly placed, it is 
a poor design; if they are well chosen 
and well placed, it is a good design." 
Immediately the tour girls ·thot of 
their own four rooms. 
"How do you start?" they asked. 
"If you really think of designing your 
own rooms," the leader went on, "there 
are three great laws of design that you 
must never forget: these are structural 
unity, balance and harmony. And I'll 
explain exactly what they mean. Struc-
tural unity means that all the main lines 
of the furniture, rugs and draperies 
should follow the lines of the room. A 
bed or bureau placed cata-corners, or a 
2 
rug at angles, is not in structural unity 
with the rest of the room. Even the 
wires for the pictures should follow the 
lines of the room so they must be 
straight and parallel, not meeting at a 
- point to form angles on the wall. 
"Balance means that when you stand 
in the middle of a rooin you should have 
a feeling of equilibrium. If a bed and 
a bureau and a large chair are 
all placed on one side it may 
be necessary to introduce a 500 
pound weight to hold down the 
other side. And unless a room 
is so arranged that we have a 
feeling of security, or repose, 
it is not well balanced and 
cannot be decorative. In fact, 
when one feels it necessary to 
run over to one side of a room 
and jump up and down in or-
der to hold it down, there can 
be no feeling of repose. 
"Harmony in a room means 
that the ,furniture belongs in 
that particular room and each 
piece of furniture belongs to 
the others. The color belongs 
in that room and each color 
belongs to the others. And 
·the person who is to occupy that room 
belongs to it-it expresses her person-
ality. For instance, Elizabeth wouldn't 
belong in Martha's room. As you say, 
it wouldn't be her style. She is a differ-
ent kind of person. 
"Whether you want to or not, girls, 
your room will express you so you should 
try to make it express the best in you. 
"And don't think that you have to have 
everything new. Use what you have. If 
you buy anything, let it be simple and 
from your own nearby shop. And do 
remember the laws of unity, balance and 
· harmony." 
So the girls went to work. In fact 
Josephine began · the minute she re.ached 
home for she was impulsive and direct 
and knew what she wanted. 
"Mother, I have a wonderful idea for 
doing over my room. You know I don't 
need any dresses just now so may I use 
that jolly brown and white gingham for 
draperies instead?" And she did. 
Her father helped her put up shelves 
for her books under the windows. A 
strong cot cQvered with burlap and soft 
green and )lrown cushions became a 
couch in the daytime and. a bed at night. 
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Her desk was a plain kitchen table 
painted brown. Two good substantial 
windsor chairs were painted green (she 
bought one at a second hand shop for 
$1.00.) There was another small table 
for her lamp, and a chest of drawers for 
her clothes. She didn't mind much 
whether she had a mirror, and not at all 
that it was hung on the wrong side of 
the room. In one corner was a basket 
for Curly. And the only picture on the 
wall was the print of a painting by an 
English artist, Sir Frederick Leighton, 
which showed two Greek girls playing 
ball. 
Elizabeth's room of course was just 
as dainty and as pretty as she was. Her 
bed was what we call a day bed-sort of 
a cot with posts at the corners. It had 
a cover of blue cotton crepe with blue 
and pink flowered chintz ruffles and a 
big soft pillow of pink satine. She had 
a tiny table at its head where she could 
put her lamp and a book or two. Her 
dressing table was a box with shelves 
put in and all covered with ruffled pink 
satine, with a strip of the flowered chintz 
across the top of it. Her draperies were 
of the same crepe as the bed cover with 
a valence of the chintz. She cut her 
valence with ·a curve similar to that 
of her mirror. Her chair was an old 
worn one for which she made a chintz 
cover with ruffles of the pink satine. 
Her small desk was not in the best light 
but that didn't disturb Elizabeth, for she 
did have a big chiffonier between her 
entrance door and closet door where she 
could store a large portion of her pretty 
clothes. The bench at her dressing 
table she bought for $1.85 and then 
painted it white. 
And Margaret had a wonderful time 
doing her room! She chose natural col-
ored linen for her draperies and then 
decorated them with green cotton crepe 
applique and wool embroidery in orange 
and lavender and green and 
black. She cut down her 
old-fashioned bed, both top 
and foot; also her bureau 
top, hanging her mirror sep-
arately. These she painted a 
green blue. Her desk chair 
was black and the wicker 
chair had cushions of green 
crepe and a lovely orange 
which almost matched her 
hair. And Margaret took spe· 
cia! delight in adding all sorts 
of little touches to her room-
an orange quill pen, decorative 
lamp shades, a painted box 
for adds and ends on her bu-
reau, and two little vases 
with bitter-sweet which were 
simply mareschino cherry bot· 
ties painted. And always 
there were flowers! Until of course 
you'd know the minute that you stepped 
into it that Margaret's hands had made 
that room. 
Martha was more conventional than 
Margaret but she knew good things 
when she saw them. Her mother told 
her that she might use anything that 
she liked so she ~ollected pieces of fur-
niture here and there in the house that 
seemed to go well togther in her room. 
She alreadv had a comfortable four-pos-
ter bed in ~herry and a big old fashioned 
bureau with a nice old mirror above. 
Then she found in the hall two pretty 
little ladder back- chairs of cherry with 
rush bottoms. She stained up her old 
desk to match. For her bed cover and 
draperies she chose chintz in blue and 
lavender and rose flowered design, decor-
ating it with a band of blue cotton ra-
tine and a narrow band of lavender. 
Quaint candlesticks added a pretty 
touch. 
How happy these girls were with their 
rooms! And they had reason to be, for 
the rooms truly expressed them. · They 
also represented hours of happy labor 
with comparative little expense. 
The Mysteries of Amateur Make Up 
By FRED RICA SHATTUCK, Head of the Department of Public Speaking 
ALMOST everyone wants to know 
something about how to make up for 
amateur theatricals. A few simple di-
rections on what to do and what not 
to do will start you off. In fact there 
are only a few general principles which 
you need to remember. The great secret 
of success lies in practice and experi-
ence. Make-up seems to be quite like 
any other kind of painting. The inex-
perienced person gets the paint on a 
bit too thick. You have only to study 
the faces of women on the street now-
adays, when rouge seems to be the fa-
shion, to learn how not to put it on. 
Paint should be so blended that the 
whole effect seems n!J,tural. How fre-
quently you hear people who are com-
menting on the appearance of a favor- · 
ite actor say, "He looked so natural, I 
don't believe he had any make-up on his 
face." This represents an ideal which 
requires great skill and practice to 
achieve. 
If you study the make-up of the best 
actors today you will find it has changed 
along with the lighting, the very acting 
itself and a number of other things. 
The change in all of these things is in 
the direction of something more natural. 
In make-up this means less paint, largely 
because today the lighting is less se-
vere. For the most part the old white 
lights · so brilliant as to bleach out the 
very heaviest make-up have given way 
to ambers which throw the warm glow 
of fire light upon the stage, preserve the 
natural coloring of the skin and bring in-
to prominent effect practically all the 
paint which is used. Thus characteriza-
tion is possible with less paint under 
the amber lighting and in the small thea-
tre which brings the entire audience clo-
ser to the stage. 
To understand how bright lights bleach 
out color have one of your actors step 
out on the stage and study the color 
and shadows of · his face before the light 
which you expect to use on your play, 
Then touch up his face with a little 
rouge, give his eyebrow the character 
of a heavier line and his lips the 
color of a wet rouge. Now no· 
tice the difference in his appear· 
ance and you begin to see why a 
good make-up is often said to 
make a part. The facial make-
up is positively necessary to 
give a young face the appear-
ance of age or a refined face 
that of another character. 
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The ideal make-up is one 
which gives the face of the ac-
tor the necessary help in char-
acterization and yet is not so 
extreme as to kill his personal-
ity. The bright blue which 
some actors use to cover the en-
tire upper lid from the upper 
lash to the eye-brow will practi-
cally kill the finest personality 
on the stage. It is a trick 
often used to neutralize a 
Natural photo of 
R. B. Urmy 
Make-up photo of 
R. B. Urmy 
strong personality which the - man-
agement does not wish to star. It i~ 
characteristic: of the "chorus girl" and 
makes anyone seem like a painted per-
son with none of the refinement usually 
characteristic of the lead. Common 
sense should govern make-up. If the 
woman you are characterizing is not the 
sort who would walk out on the street 
with her upper eye lid painted a sky 
blue then don't make her wear it on the 
stage. 
All the materl.al. ~,or! tile make-up 
should be purchased and assembled well 
in advance of the· dress rehearsal. The 
first cost may seem high and so it 
would be if you bought this material for 
just one performance and never used 
it again. But when you consider that 
with proper care wet rouge and many of 
the grease paints which are used in 
very small quantities will last for years, 
you realize that the initial purchase will 
form the nucleus of a permanent kit and 
the cost is not so high. For a small sum 
the supply can be kept replenished with 
powder and the items used in larger 
quantities. One good kit will serve all 
the amateur needs of a small town or 
entire community. 
Make-Up Table 
It is best to - have a special place set 
aside for the work of making up the en-
tire cast. This may be one of the dress-
ing rooms which is well lightea. All 
material should be spread out on a table 
which permits seating on eith~r side or 
on a low shelf table attached to the 
wall at one side of the room. The room 
should be provided with good lights, a 
few movable chairs, lavatory facilities 
-running water if possible-soap and 
plenty of towels. Besides the actual 
paint certain equipment is indispensable. 
Aprons should be provided for those who 
are working with the material and sheets 
to protect the clothing of the actors from 
powder. There should be plenty of 
cheese cloth, gauze and cotton for wip-
ing the faces both in applying and re-
·moving the cream and paint. Pins, scis-
sors and mirrors are necessary. The 
time required to make-up the ordinary 
cast for the average three act play is 
about one hour. If the curtain is to 
rise at 8:15 or 8:30 P. m., it is best to 
require all performers to report at 7: 00 
p. m. Even when a very large group is 
to be made up it is scarcely practical 
to get amateurs together earlier than 
this hour and it is wise to enlist the 
help of members of the cast so that the 
work can be finished wtth good dispatch. 
Materials 
Cold Cream: 
Cold Cream furnishes the foundation 
for make-up. It should be purchased in 
large cans and may be secured in 16 oz. 
sizes at $1.00 or 8 oz. sizes at $0.60. It 
is usually wise to have a separate can 
of cream at a small side table apart 
from the general make-up table with 
plenty of cheese cloth or gauze, cut in 
pieces one foot square, at hand. If an 
extra mirror is hung over this table 
amateurs can apply their own cold cream 
foundation and thus reduce the conges-
tion around the main m_ake-up table. All 
cold cream should be thoroly removed 
with cotton or gauze before the face is 
ready for grease paint. 
Greast Paint: 
Grease paint comes in 28 different col-
ors. The standard price is 35 cents per 
stick. Following are the available col· 
ors: 
1. Pink 
2. Very Pale Juvenile 
3. Pale Juvenile 
4. Juvenile Hero-Flesh 
5. Juvenile Deeper Shade 
6. Juvenile Robust 
7. Light Sun-Burnt 
8. Dark Sun-Burnt 
!r. Sallow Young · Men 
10. Flesh Middle Age 
11. Sallow Old Men 
12. Robust Olcl Age 
13. Olive 
14. Gypsy 
15. Othello- Moor 
16. Chinese 
17. American Indian 
18. Carmine 
19. Negro 







27. M. P. Yellow 
28. M. P. Orange 
It is convenient to have most of these 
colors' but the average amateur kit can 
do very nicely with Pink, Dark Sun-
Burnt, White and Black. If color is too 
high it can be toned down with white, 
if too pale it can be heightened by 
blending in a dark sun-burn shade. 
Powder: 
Powder should be purchased in large 
cans. It comes in 19 different shades. 
The standard price is 50 cents per ~ 
oz. can but it often costs 60 or even 70 
:~ 
cents depending on the dealer. 
As it is a little more difficult to 
blend the powder it is c onven-
ient to have a large number ur 



































16. Moving Picture 
These powders are used so success-
fully by some make-up artists that 
grease paint as a foundation is unneces-
sary. In fact except for character parts 
it is possible practically to eliminate the , 
grease paint foundation. When the paint 
is used the face should be dusted after-
ward with powder of the correct shade. 
Liners: 
Lining colors come in 21 shades and 
are obtainable at 25 cents per stick. It 
is possible to get along with gray, me-
dium and dark brown. A great many of 
these colors both in lining sticks and 
grease paints fill up a make-up box and 
are never used. The function of the 
lining stick is to supply the lines, 
wrinkles and shadows. As these sticks 
do not dry out so quickly as an eyebrow 
pencil they are much to be preferred for 





4. Medium Gray 
5. Dark Gray 
6. Light Brown 
7. Dark Brown 
8. Light Blue 
10. Dark Blue 
11. Special Blue 
12. Crimson 










Dry rouge should be carefully blend· 
ed. Two colors will suffice. Rouge 
No. 18, a bright pink for young girls and 
Rouge Mexicola, a darker shade for men, 
older and character parts. Theatrical 
rouge is sold at 25 cents. 
Moist Rouge: 
This rouge is the best paint for the 
lips. It costs 50 cents a jar, comes in 
light, medium and dark. 
Crepe Hair and Spirit Gum: 
The most successful hair decorations 
for the face are made at the make-up 
table from crepe hair. This comes in 
black, dark brown, blonde, dark grey, 
medium gray, light gray and red. If 
many plays are produced a kit will need 
(Continued on page 13.) 
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Fall Time Is Pickling Time 
By KATHERINE HOWELLS, Instructor in Household Science 
WITH the approach of fall, the time is at hand to put up pickles for the 
year. It is also an opportunity to make 
use of the many unripened and left-over 
vegetables in the garden. 
Small cucumbers, cabbage, cauliflower, 
small seed onions, peppers and corn can 
be pickled in various ways, and come in 
handy as appetizers and relishes, which 
we all so enjoy. 
There are a few general suggestions 
which should be kept in mind in work-
ing with pickles in order that the best 
results may be obtained. 
Never use a poor grade of vegetble 
or fruit, vinegar or spices. T'he fruits 
or vegetables should be fresh, crisp and 
unbruised. In putting up cucumbers pick 
out small even sized ones and leave 
about one-half inch of stem attached. If 
the vinegar is too strong it may be di· 
luted, but care should be taken not to 
dilute too much, otherwise the pickles 
will become soft from fermentation. The 
vinegar should ·not be boiled too long, 
since this will cause it to lose its 
strength. Cider vinegar is best to use. 
Use spices in moderation, so that the 
flavor of the products pickled is not con· 
cealed. A good idea is to tie whole spic· 
es in small cheese cloth sacks so that 
they can be removed from the vinegar 
when sufficiently flavored. If they are 
allowed to boil in the vinegar too long 
they are apt to impart a bitter flavor to 
the product. 
I 
In preparing products for pickling it 
is best to soak them over night in a 
brine. This process draws out some of 
the undesirable juice in the product and 
develops crispness. By the withdrawal of 
the liquid in this process, the vinegar is 
not diluted and there is less danger of 
spoilage. 
Too strong a brine should not be used, 
however, as the pickles will shrivel. A 
good proportion to use for the brine is • 
one cup of salt to one gallon of water. 
Never use brass, copper. or tin utensils 
to cook the pickles on account of the 
corrosive effect of the acid of the vine· 
gar upon these metals. 
Use earthen jars or glassware to pack 
the pickles. The jars need not be sealed 
but the product must be completely cov-
ered with the vinegar to insure its 
keeping. 
Here are a few varied recipes which 
may serve as suggestions in putting up 
the winter supply of pickles: 
Plain Cucumber Pickle 
After washing the brine from the cu-
cumbers, allow them to stand in fresh, 
cold water for three hours. Drain and 
cover with a weak solution of vinegar 
and allow them to stand for two or three 
hours. 
Boil together five minutes. the follow· 
ing ingredients: 
1 qt. vinegar 
78 cup whole black peppers 
1 pod red peppers 
1 lb brown sugar 
2 tsp. cloves 
1 tbsp. mace 
This amount is for one gallon of 
pickles. Drain the cucumbers, pack in· 
to jars, fill with vinegar syrup and seal. 
Mixed Pickles 
4 lb cabbage 
4 qt. green tomatoes 
lh doz. medillm sized onions 
1 doz. cucumbers 
% doz. green peppers 
1 pint vinegar 
1 lb sugar 
Clove, cinnamon, allspice, 1,4 oz. each. 
Chop ingredients separately and very 
fine. Mix all together and put in alter-
nate layers of the mixture and salt. Let 
stand over night. Squeeze dry and cover 
with cold vinegar. Let it stand 24 hours 
and drain again. 
Mix the vinegar and the spices, • add 
the sugar, boil five minutes, and pour 
over the chopped vegetables. Allow to 
stand for several hours. Pack in jars, 
cover with spiced vinegar, process for 15 
minutes at 180 degrees Fahrenheit (or 
simmering temperature) and seal. 
Corn Relish 
1 doz. ears of corn 
1 head cabbage 
3 sweet red peppers 
3 sweet green peppers 
1 qt. vinegar 
1 cup sugar 
2 tsp. mustard 
1 tbsp. salt 
1 tbsp. celery salt 
Blanch the corn for two minutes and 
cold dip for a few seconds before cutting 
from the cob. 
Chop the cabbage and peppers, mix 
with the corn and cook together for 20 
minutes. Pack into sterilized jars, add 
the hot vinegar which has been boiled for 
five minutes with the spices, and seal. 
Beet Relish 
1 qt. cooked beets 
1 small head cabbage 
1 c. grated horseradish 
1 c. sugar 
2 tbsp. salt 
2 tsp. mustard 
2 tsp. celery salt 
1 pt. vinegar 
Put the beets and cabbage thru a 
food chopper, add the other ingredients 
in the ordel' given. Let stand 24 hours 
before using. 
Pickled Onions 
2 qt. small onions 
1 qt. white vinegar 
2 tbsp. salt 
1 red pepper 
% pt. water 
% tbsp. sugar 
Peel the onions, cover with boiling 
water and cook two minutes. Remove 
immediately to cold water. Drain thoro-
ly. Pack in jars, putting in strips of 
red pepper . Boil the vinegar, sugar, 
salt and water for about five minutes. 
Pour over the onions and seal. 
Sweet Pepper Mangoes 
Soak the peppers in brine (one cup 
salt to one gallon water) for 24 hours. 
When ready to stuff, take from the brine, 
rinse in fresh water, remove carefully 
the top, seeds, and white sections. Soak 
in cold water for about two hours, them 
drain and stuff with the Dixie relish 
gi"en below. Pack in jars, fill to over-
flowing with spiced vinegar, process for 
about 15 minutes in water bath and seal. 
Dixie Relish 
1 qt. chopped cabbage 
1 pt. white onions 
1 pt. sweet peppers 
4 tbsp. salt 
2 tbsp. celery seed 
%, c. sugar 
1 qt. vinegar 
4 tbsp. mustard seed 
Soak the peppers over night in brine. 
Remove the seeds and white portions. 
Chop fine and mix with other chopped 
vegetables. Add the spices, sugar and 
vinegar and let stand over night. 
Piccalilli 
2 cauliflowers 
2 qt. green tomatoes 
1 qt. small onions 
24 medium sized cucumbers 
3 green peppers 
Chop all together and 
in a weak brine. Next 
few minutes and drain. 
ing of: 
% lb mustard 
4 tbsp. celery seed 
5 cups sugar 
1 cup flower 
% oz. tumeric 
soak over night 
day scald for a 
Make a dress-
Mix all to smooth paste, add 3 qt. of 
boiling vinegar and boil two minutes. 
Pour over pickles when cold. Bottle 
and seal with parafiin. 
Oil Pickles 
6 doz. small cucumbers ( 4" long) 
% cup salt 
1 lb small white onions · 
2 tbsp. celery salt 
% tbsp. mustard seed 
1% cup salad oil 
1 qt. vinegar 
Slice unpeeled cucumbers, sprinkle 
them with salt and let them stand over-
night. Drain and add seasoning and the 
thoroly beaten oil and vinegar , the vine-
gar having been added very slowly to 
the oil. 
Sweet Pickle Rings 
12 medium cucumbers 
2 cups sugar 
4 cups vinegar 
2 tbsp. whole cloves 
2 tbsp. allspice 
1 tbsp. whole mace 
1 tbsp. sliced ginger root 
2 tbsp. chopped red peppers 
1 tbsp. salt 
Cut cucumbers into one-half or three· 
fourth inch slices. Sprinkle with salt. 
Let stand an hour and drain. Put vine· 
gar and sugar in preserving kettle. Tie 
the spices in small cheesecloth sacks and 
boil with the vinegar for five minutes. 
Add the cucumbers. Put into sterilized 
pint jars while hot. Seal at once. 
(Continued on page 8.) 
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Episodes Concernin.g Evolution of Home Economics 
HAVE you ever heard how the girls in the "Ladies Course" went to the 
World's Fair? Ah, that IS an episode. 
It happened way back in '93. There was 
Miss , well, perhaps names 
are of minor importance anyhow, they 
were all there, many you do not know, 
a few whose names would surprise you. 
Ca.!l you imagine any of your revered 
fa<:!ulty parading with broom sticks and 
wearing brass buttons and jumping over 
tables- and at the World's Fair? 
But I perceive that I have made my 
beginning at the end. Let us do a 
''right about" and begin where things 
so often do begin, with a reform. 
Way back, well not so far back either, 
let us say perhaps some distance back, 
the girls in the "Ladies Course" were 
not the athletic creatures of the present 
day home economics course. Perhaps 
they were in need of especial develop-
ment. Perhaps they, even they, were 
in the throes of a reducing period. Per-
haps there was another more abstruse 
reason. At all events they joined the 
R . 0. T. C. 
Nothing unique about that you say'! 
Granted it has been done recently, but 
wait. It was not the pleasing and dainty 
affair of pastel colored organdies, silver 
loving cups and equestrienne classes on 
cool autumn evenings. No indeed! It 
was an entirely grim and serious affair. 
Riding in an artillery truck and eating 
Norris chocolates at an all-college cele-
bration, and being a member of the 
Ladies' Battalion are two quite differ-
ent things. ' 
It was chiefly Genera<l Lincoln's doing 
so we are told. He thought it would be 
a fine thing for the girls, which indeed 
it was. Over one hundred girls assem-
bled at stated periods on the campus 
before Old Main, for drill. Yes, drill! 
You see I told you it was a serious 
affair. 
At first it was mostly a shirt waist 
and skirt affair with sticks and old 
broom handles for rifles. Together the 
fair members of the "Ladies' Course" 
went thru all the prescribed maneuvers 
and, if reports be true, a goodly amount 
of unprescribed. Generally it was great 
sport, but sometimes it was a bit of a 
bore. The boys were a great liability 
as it became somewhat difficult to 
"shoulder arms" with an audience, of 
grinning "ags" on your right and gaping 
engineers on your left. Many a bruised 
shoulder and stinging shin resulted from 
the then unearthed "complex" in various 
feminine minds. 
But persistance was even then a quali-
ty peculiar to Iowa State college and 
the girls somehow ·continued to "column 
left" and "column right" and then one 
morning came the reward, inevitable and 
glorious. The "Ladies Spear Brigade" 
was to go to Chicago and become part 
of that Cosmopolitan event, the World's 
Fair. 
Such an anticipatory patting of bangs 
am~ straightening of belts as there was 
II. The Ladies Battalion 
By RUTH ELAINE WILSON 
Do you alumni r ecognize any of the officers of the Ladies' Battalion? 
when it was finally authentically an-
nounced! And how the broom sticks 
flourished and with what painful accur-
acy and concentration did the "Ladies' 
Battalion" maneuver thereafter. No 
powers that be, tennis game or other 
more magnificent prospect, could drag 
one raw recruit from the drill fields. 
"Patience is a virtue," "Science with 
Practice" and a legion of other com-
mendable mottos lurked in the back of 
en.ch serious mind. 
And then came the fulfillment. It was 
a glorious September morning. The sun 
smiled on the prospect of a week in the 
"White City" but what well-behaved sun 
would not? And the girls with hastily 
gulped breakfasts and carefully packed 
suitcases arrived at the station a bit 
after five o'clock. The suspense was 
prolonged somewhat, as the train was 
an hour late. Eventually it arrived. 
Trains almost always do even for excur-
shus t,, t!;e World's Fair, and one hun-
dred ex<"ited girls settled themselves and 
one l1undreu handkerchiefs waved a fare-
W'lll to the "old faithfuls" who watched 
their glorious departure. 
The trip was one long series of thrills 
punctuated by "the college yell" at every 
station, twelve hundred sandwiches that-
fully laid in stock by General Lincoln 
and raids on small town lunch counters 
by the boys. Oh yes, the boys went 
along·. 
Five o'clock that evening the train 
J ulled in at the Union station and the 
"Ladies' Battalion" descended with all 
the dignity they could command. "'Ten-
shun! For'ard march!" And they set 
off for the elevated, each putting her 
best foot forward you may be sure. It 
wasn't every day one paraded for Chi-
cago itself in natty uniforms of-well, 
I have forgotten to mention those uni-
forms! They were new and blue and wor-
thy of a more eloquent typewriter than 
mine, nothing overdone about them 
either. They had simple tight fitting 
waists with a double-breasted effect of 
t.rass buttons for the commanding offi-
cers and what imposing arrays of insig-
na and belts and "broad swords by their 
knees," I cannot attempt to descri]?e. 
Their wearers clanked along in the most 
approved style, each head with its bell-
hop hat proudly erect and eyes carefully 
"front"-for the first block. 
At 65th street and Woodlawn avenue . 
they "fell out" and were at leisure to 
explore their quarters. Can you believe 
it, they took up four apartments, two 
floors to each! Single beds in insane 
asylum rows greeted their eyes and-
horrors! Two sinks and ONE six by 
eighteen inch mirror. The "Ladies Bat-
talion" was aghast. It looked at each 
other with dispairing eyes. How could 
one hundred girls do as many bangs and 
"figure eights" and report for duty in 
presentable shape? However, it is the 
duty of every soldier worthy of the name 
to bear unmurmuringly what hardships 
may befall, and to everlasting credit of 
the Ladies' Spear Brigade it made its 
appearances with its collective bangs 
under perfect control. 
And oh those appearances in public! 
Before the Iowa building they drilled 
without a break . On the lines of march, 
which were hard and as fatiguing as 
marches usually are, altho some of them 
were too long, they never faltered. One 
morning they covered eight miles with-
out a halt. It was after this particular 
march that one of the girls was reported 
to have jumped a table. Let me call your 
attention to the word "reported," how-
6 
ever, and remind you meanwhile that 
one simply can't pin faith on Chicago 
reporters. Incidentally, and to prove my 
point, the morning's paper after the ar-
rival of the ladies gave a detailed ac-
count of their "Zouave jackets"- imagine 
that-and their "blouse waists."-A tight 
fitting blouse, who ever heard of the 
like? And their "healthy complexions 
unspoiled by paint or powder," when 
every girl had carefully packed her box 
of "rice!" But, as I said, there is simply 
no accounting for reporters, and people 
are so gullible. Now this same brigade 
passed for a Salvation Army, Columbian 
Guards. Relief Corps, G. A. R.'s, and one 
miserable morning for a walking adver-
tisement of Spearhead tobacco. But re-
call what I said of the duty of every sol-
dier worthy of a n ew blue uniform. The 
"Ladies' Battalion rose above these 
"catching briars" and were in all, a most 
astounding success. 
Now I haven't said one word so far 
concerning the activities of this Spear 
Brigade during their hours off duty. 
Somehow I hesitate there. How could 
one attempt to account for one hundred 
girls in the fairy land of the World's 
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Fair? To do that I should have to keep 
at my elbow that book of colorful illus-
tration and vivid description entitled, 
"The Columbian Exposition." For part 
of the account I shall quote from the 
inspired pen of one of the poets in the 
Ladies' Brigade. (There's no accounting 
for the whereabouts of a poet.) 
" ...... And then in chosen squads of 
two, 
Or more, we bade the shore adieu. 
We walked thru lofty corridors, 
Where thousands of competitors 
Displayed the fruits of industry, 
Of art and careful husbandry. 
Sculpturings there and paintings e'en 
More beauteous than the lake's blue 
sheen, · 
On every side what works of art, 
Please the eye, delight the heart! 
When all around grew wan and pale 
'Neath evening's dark and misty veil , 
The harps of merry gondoliers 
Paid homage to our listening ears. 
Rockets shot up with trails of fire 
As if trying to vent their ire 
On the calm night. And everywhere 
Most beauteous lights flashed in the 
air ....... " 
For the rest of the account; use your 
imagination. 
And now I have reached the end. Not 
the actual end, for of course you under-
stand there would be no end to the rela-
tion of the happenings on that memor-
able occasion but more properly, the 
place where I shall, perforce, make my 
ending. I am not a preacher either by 
vocation or avocation, but I really feel 
the call to an exhortation in closing. 
Those who do not care for it; make your 
own conclusion. 
Time was in 1893 when perseverance 
had its own reward and science did come 
with actual practice. Sometimes it 
seems in the words of the popular car-
toon, "Them days is gone forever!" Be 
that as it may, I am convinced that 
whether you he a soldier of the Ladies' 
Battalion or a member of the League of 
Student Voters perserverance will bring 
its eventual reward and for inspiration 
and to deepen your determination you 
might well adopt for your solgan, "Re-
member the Ladies' Battalion at the 
World's Fair!" 
Tea-Suggestive of the Rainbow 
Perhaps It's The "Pot of Gold" 
By ESTHER ELLEN RAYBURN 
"PINK and yellow tulips growing in 
tlle yard," sings the happy house-
wife. Perhaps it is late for tulips but 
as the words leave her lips she remem-
bers the lovely party she had planned 
for ·summer and decides it is not too late 
even yet for a pink and yellow flow er 
time party. 
- Summer delights us with her many 
colors. As soon as the flowers are 
blooming well in the gardens, suggestive 
of a rainbow earth, nature is sure to 
send a sunshine show er so the sky can 
have as gay a dress. To be in keeping 
with the beauties of nature, folks must 
wear Lheir pastel shade dresses and have 
dainty rainbow teas. • 
You may call any party a tea and yet 
not actually serve your guests the orien-
tal beverage by that name. With sum-
mer warmness it is so much more de-
lightful to hear glasses tinkling faintly 
on the way to you than to have steaming 
tea slip quie tly in before you are aware 
of anyt hing at all. Tall glasses are of 
course a prerequisite to a cooling drink. 
It is indeed a fairy land to watch the 
many kinds of punches grow from a few 
of the simplest fruits when a rainbow 
tea is planned. The fruits of the most 
deli cate colors are the ones to choose. 
Lemonade, orangeade, .currantade, pine-
apple-lemonade, strawberryade, grape 
punch and mint punch are some of the 
most popular drinks at such a tea. 
You may know just the punch you 
want and yet wonder how a sandwich 
(some of the hardest guests must be 
pleased) may be made in keeping with 
a rainbow. Plain bread and butter tied 
with tiny rainbow ribbons is delightful 
but in fancy or rolled shapes they are 
more appetizing to eat and mu,ch fun 
to make . Fillings are a problem but if 
you would like a pink one use cottage 
cheese and pimentoes mixed together. 
If yellow is your goal hard cooked eggs, 
miwonaise and nuts is the proper mix-
ture. Crisp lettuce leaves supply the 
green. Whatever the filling, the sand-
wich must be petite and tasty because 
rainbow teas are light, airy sort of things 
and daintiness is the aim. 
It isn't always necessary to serve 
sandwiches as the menu can be made 
to suit any kind of tea given by any 
kind of person. Each person has his 
cwn idea of the way the rainbow really 
looks. If there are not to be sandwiches, 
little cakes must take their place. 
The loveliest of all the cakes that ever 
were or ever will be (and I'm sure they're 
straight from fairy land) are fairy waf-
ers. They come in all colors- pink, 
green, lavender, yellow, blue a nd even 
orange. These cakes are very small, 
thin, crisp, and easy to make. 
Pastries decorated with various colored 
flowers, even in basket effects are al-
ways good. Any little cake you happen 
to make can be dressed in wings to fit 
your rainbow. 
At the very end, when there seems to 
be a restless feeling as if something 
more were needed, there are the dainty 
colored candies to match every color in 
the rainbow. 
So that your tea and mine will be the 
kind we want it to be, it might help to 
add a few of the best recipes. 
Currantade 
1 qt. of red currants 
% pt. raspberries 
1 qt. syrup 
2 qt. water 
1 lemon (juice only) 
·Put crushed fruits and water thru a 
jelly bag. Add cooked syrup to fruit 
juice. Cool and ice before serving. 
Pineapple-Lemonade 
2 c. sugar 
1 pt. water 
Juice 3 or 4 lemons 
1 grated pineapple 
1 qt. water 
Boil sugar and the pint of water ten 
minutes. Cool and add lemon juice and 
pineapple. Add remaining quart of wa-
ter, ice and serve. 
Strawberryade 
1 qt. syrup 
1 pt. strawberry juice 
Juice 3 lemons 
2 qt. water 
Strain mashed berries (or use JUICe of 
preserved berries if out of season) and 
lemon into cold syrup. Add the water 
and ice. Additional water may be 
needed. 
Grape Punch 
To one quart of grape juice add the 
juice of four lemons and six orange~ 
with one cup of sugar. Wh en the sugar 
is disf'olved, add a quart of water and 
ch ill on ice. 
Mint Punch 
Shake together in a quart jar one cup 
of cold water, one cup of sugar and some 
leaves from a bunch of mint. When the 
sugar is dissolved, add the juice of six 
lemons and one cup of currant juice. 
(Continued on page 15.) 
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Vary the Vegetable 
By BLANCHE INGERSOLL, Assistant Professor of Household Science 
THE late summer and early fall is a hot, lazy time when the business of 
planning food for the family is not a 
particularly interesting one. There are 
vegetables to cook and vegetables to 
can until onels hands' are !hopelessly 
stained and we almost wish there were 
no vegetables. 
But did you ever stop to think how 
monotonous and uninteresting our meals 
would be if th ere were no vegetables-
or if all the vegetables were white? 
Against the background of our white 
flour, white sugar and clear white fat, 
the red tomato and yellow carrot and 
green spinach are splashes of interesting 
color and flavor. The possible combina-
tions of color and flavor are almost end-
less at this time of year when there are 
so many vegetables available. 
Iron-so necessary to the body- is 
found in spinach and other greens. Phy-
sicians tell us that the natural iron of 
food is more readily used by the body 
than the iron contained in medicines, 
and indeed it is more pleasant to take. 
Children need lots of iron in their diet, 
and if they do not like the green veget-
ables it is surely no more trouble to 
teach them to like these foods than it 
iR to give them bitter tonics. 
Tomato and spinach pulp are often 
given to a very small child that he may 
have a good s tart in life with a plentiful 
supply of the valuable food elements. 
In fact, a ll of our scientific knowledge 
of foods gives us more a nd more respect 
for vegetables until we wonder that many 
people seem to take so little interest in 
them. One very practical suggestion has 
been made that instead of talking so 
much about the value of vegetables it 
might be more effective to teach people 
to cook and ser ve them more 
temptingly. 
There is no doubt but that the 
poor cooking of vegetables has 
been one great r eason for their 
unpopularit y. .Many housewives 
have not realized that vegetbles 
require careful handling and cook-
ing to make them attractive. The 
rules 'for vegetable cooker y are 
not new or startling, but they have 
not been heeded. 
Take for example, su ch a com-
mon thing as . a boiled potato. 
Boiled potatoes are common, but 
good boiled potatoes-tender, mealy 
and well clone-are quite uncom-
mon in many American homes. It 
is not enough to merely thrust a 
potato into a pan of water and 
cook it until it ceases to be raw. 
To have a satisfactory product one 
must follow the rules of the game 
and in this case the rules are very 
simple. 
Add salt to the water which mus t 
be boiling rapidly before the po-
tatoes are put into it, otherwise 
a great deal of the nutritive value 
of the potato will be dissolved out 
and lost . As the cooking proceeds 
the water present in the cells of 
the potato is changed to steam. This 
steam cooks the starch making tha 
potato mealy and tender. If, however, the 
water in the kettle merely simmers or 
ceases to boil at any time during the 
cooking, the steam in the cells is con·· 
densed to water and the result is a sog-
gy potato. When done, drain at one~ 
and shake the pan or kettle over the 
fire until the potatoes are dried on all 
sides. Starchy vegetables allowed to 
stand in the water, or merely drained 
and not dried, will. always be soggy on 
the outside. 
Another cause of soggy ~egetables, 
whether starchy or otherwise, is over-
cooking. Cook vegetables only until 
they are tender when pierced. Further 
cooking causes them to mush or break 
up, making a limp, soggy discouraged 
looking m ess that is decidedly unpalat-
able. Mistreated in this way, vegetables 
lose their individuality and all look and 
taste alike. It naturally follows that 
vegetables will become monotonous if 
they all look and taste alike. One can-
not blame the family if they choose to 
eat bread and meat instead. 
Strongly flavored vegetables such as 
cabbage and onions are much more at-
tractive and appetizing if cooked. in a 
large quantity of water in an uncovered 
kettle so that much of the strong odor 
and flavor escapes in the steam. With 
a little careful watching the liquid can 
be cooked down until it is practically all 
absorbed into the vegetable. On the 
other hand, fresh green vegetables such 
as asparagus and spinach should be 
cooked very quickly in. a very small 
amount of water so that the good juices 
and fresh flavor may be r etained as far 
as possible. 
W ell prepared vegetables are always 
best when served simply, that is with 
just butter and salt and their own juices. 
If any one vegetable is uninteresting when 
served alone, the addition of another 
of contrasting color and flavor will serve 
to make it attractive. Plain white tur-
nips look insipid alone but command at-
tention when combined with green peas. 
Out here in "Ioway" we merrily sing 
our corn song on all occasions but some-
times in August, the constant r epetition 
of corn and tomatoes, and tomatoes and 
corn bores us and we long for some oth-
er food. Just for a change try baking 
the corn in a custard. Cut boiled corn 
off the cob and mix it with an unsweet-
ened custard mixture. Bake in a la rge 
mold or pudding dish in a slow oven 
until firm. Turn on to a hot platter 
and serve with slices of hot broiled to-
matoes as a garnish. The tomatoes may 
be dipped in melted butter and cooked 
in a broiler, or they may be browned in 
a little butter in a frying pan. The yel-
low mold of corn and the red tomatoes 
make a very attractive dish. 
Corn omelet is another delightful com-
bination of corn and eggs, especially if 
served with a tart jelly or a pickle r elish. 
Either of the above dishes will tak e the 
place of meat since t he eggs supply the 
protein. 
If you a re tired of beets the sam e old 
way, glaze t hem . H eat two tablespoons-
ful of sugar with two tablespoonsful of 
butter in a frying pan until t he sugar 
melts. Add boiled beets and cook very 
slowly over a mat for 15 or 20 minutes. 
turning the beets occasionally unt il they 
have a glossy coating. Tiny glazed beets 
of even size make a pretty garnish for 
a meat dish or for a platter of mixed 
vegetables. However. cubed or sliced 
beets may be treated in the same way 
and served rt!'l a vegetable. Glazed 
onions, usin e: tt>e "ma ll white ones, 
a r e delicio•H; and different. 
The plehi" n parsnip made into 
frit.ter s becomes <lllite an unusual 
dish for luncheon or supper. Dip 
pieces of cooked par snip into a 
fritter batter and fry in deep fat. 
Served with tomato catsup and 
crisp bacon; your family will" shout 
for more. 
Raw carrots have become quite 
a fad in home economics cirdes 
sin ce we have learned to appre-
ciate the value of raw foods. 
Shredded cabbage with a t iny bit 
of green pepper and a nile of gra-
ted carrot on top is ouite a favor-
ite. We sometimes call it vita-
mine salad. 
Green string beans and carrots 
cooked this t ime. make a popular 
salad for lunch eon or supper. 
The green and yellow color com-
bination is so attractive that one 
suspects much of the popularity 
of this salad to be due to its ap-
pearance. 
Salsify, suggestive of oyster s, 
a nd celeric, with a celery flayor, 
a r e two root vegetables of the 
late fall tha1 seem to be very 
well liked where they a re at 
(Continued on page 16.) 
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Constipation and Its ·Dangers 
"GRANDMA or the old-fashioned nurse 
is responsible for a large share of 
the cases of constipation," says Dr. Brady 
in his book, "Personal Health." True 
enough, for until recent years, very little 
attention has been paid to constipation; 
it was considered somewhat as red hair, 
some had it and some didn't. But as 
for there being a scientific reason behind 
its presence, these grandmothers and 
practical nurses of ours scoffed at the 
idea. 
What is constipation? Brady fails to 
state it in definition form; Webster says 
it is costiveness, and costiveness is so 
very clearly explained as being . "body 
bound." May I venture a summation of 
their suggestions? "Constipation is a 
sta,te of physical disorder caused by in-
termittent and irregular evacuation of 
the intesti~al contents." How is that? 
What causes constipation? In the 
main there are three causes, habit, die-
tetic and physical. 
The habit causes we are all familiar 
with-that of negligence in answering the 
call of nature at a regular time each day 
and that of irregular unbalanced eating. 
It is safe to assume that all men are 
born equal in digestive activities, and he 
who heeds the call of nature is saved, 
while he who loiters is lost. 
Dietetic causes are numerous, but I 
place as first in importance and in pre-
valence, insufficient water drinking. Very 
few persons who have not made a study 
of health, have the water drinking habit 
established firmly enough to insure 
themselves against constipation. 
The diet too limited in fruit, vegetables 
and fat, or the one not limited enough 
in meat and concentrated foods are as 
positive assurance of constipation as 
April is of May day. 
Excessive use of condiments and high-
ly flavored foods is also a recognized 
cause of constipation. 
Of the physical causes, the most im-
portant is lack of exercise, either regular 
or special. The muscles of the abdomen 
must be exercised regularly, whether in 
the daily routine of life or by special ef-
fort. When these muscles are neglected, 
thev become flabby and loose, the intes-
tinal walls become weak and are ihcap-
ahle of contracting with enough force to 
discharge the waste materials. With ir-
regular muscle action, the circulation 
also becomes lax, and its stimulation in-
termittent. Since exercise is the least 
expensive aid, it should be employed by 
every health seeking individual. 
Also somewhat dependent upon exer-
cise is the second physical cause of con-
stipation-a "run down" bodily condi-
tion. This state is seldom permanent, 
since it follows a time of unusual exer-
tion, as an illness, a nervous strain, or 
mental depression. Unhappily this re-
action is reversible, and the cause is 
sometimes hard to decide. 
Incorrect posture, the so-called "flapper 
slump" and any other posture that throws 
the abdomen forward and the spine in-
ward, is a detriment not only to the 
temporary action of the bowels, but also 
By ANNE MUNDT 
This article is printed as one 
of the b.est papers written in the 
course in Family Health under the 
supervision of Miss Florence E. 
Busse. 
tends to permanent displacement of some 
of the abdominal organs. 
Almost historic is the once predomin-
ant habit or custom of wearing tight 
corsets and binding clothes that so pre-
vented the action of the bowels that 
they became sluggish and often ceased 
to function alone. The reasons are ob-
vious; the muscles were bound too tight-
ly to be able to move, the contents of 
the intestines were halted and digestive 
action ceased, making motion even more 
impossible. While this situation is no 
longer serious, it explains why more 
women than men were troubled with 
constipation. 
Organic disorders are without our con-
trol and should be cared for by doctors. 
The more common ones should be recog-
nized as pelvic diseases, gall stones, di-
lated ' stomach and sagging bowels. These 
chronic causes should have immediate 
care. 
Results of constipation are many and 
varied, so I shall give you only a few 
of the more common ones. Minor re-
sults may be only minor at first, but 
with continued neglect, they become ser-
ious. These are habitual headaches, foul 
breath, easily irritated nerves. ill-con-
trolled temper, bad disposition and men-
tal depression. There are many diseases 
or major results that are advanced by 
constipation as appendicitis, piles and 
all painful rectal diseases, diarrhea, gall 
stones, rheumatism, and hardening of the 
arteries. Some of these may seem only 
remotely related to constipation, yet the 
poisons from the putrefaction in the in-
testines is absorbed and carried out thru 
the system. 
Remedies or relief vary with individual 
cases, and many of these should receive 
professional care, but there are many 
things that can be done at home that 
will insure a normal bowel ·condition. 
These are: 
a. Drink 2 quarts of water a day. 
b. Eat fresh fruit. coarse foods and 
many vegetables such as raw cabbage, 
celery, lettuce, onions, cucumbers, beets, 
turnips, baked potatoes, green and 
canned corn, figs, dates, prunes, apples, 
peaches, grapes, bananas, and roughage 
foods such as whole cereals, bran. 
c. Exercise the abdominal muscles, by 
hill climbing, touching finger tips to 
floor, body pivoting and hearty laughing. 
d. Regular habits of living-eating, 
sleeping, working, resting and above all, 
regular daily bowel movement. 
e. Healthful mental attitude. Thru 
worry, anxiety, nervousness or fear, the 
digestive organs are disturbed and eva-
cuation is irregular. I think it is Dr. 
Rannals of Boston who says, "Your sto-
mach rests as easily as your mind." 
Medicinal aid is advisable when neces-
sary, but should never be taken except 
upon professional recommendation. There 
are two kinds of laxatives, those which 
reverse osmosis, as epsom salts, and 
those which affect the nerves, as rhu-
barb, licorice, and senna leaves. None 
should be used without a thoro under-
standing of its nature. 
Whether you have ever had or have 
never had trouble with constipation, it 
is wise to take special care of the ab-
dominal organs. A little daily attention 
will preserve the good health you already 
have and will insure you against future 
costive troubles. 
Fall Time is Pickling Time 
(Continued from page 4) 
Bordeaux Sauce 
1 qt. chopped green tomatoes 
2 qt. sliced cabbage 
3 onions 
1 red pepper 
1 qt. vinegar 
1;2 tsp. allspice 
% tbsp. mustard seed 
1 cup brown sugar 
Mix all the ingredients. Boil 25 min-
utes. Put in sterilized jars and seal. 
Mustard Pickles 
2 head cauliflower 
1 qt. small onions 
2 qt. ripe cucumbe.rs 
1 qt. string beans 
6 large green peppers 
Wash and prepare the vegetables. Cut 
cucumbers in small pieces and chop the 
peppers. Soak in brine for 24 honrs. 
Drain. Scald the brine and pour over 
the pickles. Drain again. Prepare: 
6 tbsp. mustard 
1 tsp. celery salt 
Vz cup flour 
1 tsp. tumeric powder 
1 cup sugar 
Wet this mixture with enough vinegar 
to dissolve it. Add 2 quarts of vinegar 
and boil until it thickens, then stir in 
the pickles, fill the jars and seal. 
No doubt there are peaches, pears or 
watermelons on hand that would be 
greatly appreciated this winter if pick-
led or spiced. The following recipe may 
be used successfully for any of these 
fruits: 
2~ cups brown sugar 
1 cup medium sour vinegar 
1 tsp. whole cloves 
14 oz. stick cinnamon 
Cook the sugar, vinegar and spices for 
15 minutes. Add the fruit and cook until 
tender. Pack into jars. The next day 
drain off the syrup, reheat and pour 
over the fruit. Do this four successive 
days. Then seal and store in a dark 
place. 
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Graduate Credit Conference for Vocational Home 
Economics at Iowa State 
IN co-operation with the Federal Board 
and the State Board o( Vocational Edu-
cation, Iowa State college offered during 
the summer session the first Home Econ-
omics vocational conference which was 
primarily interested in serving women 
who would occupy supervisory and teach-
er training positions and which gave 
graduate credit in vocational Home Econ-
omics. Iowa State is approved by the 
Federal Board for vocational education 
and was especially fitted to hold this 
conference. 
The aim of the Home Economics 
division has always been to train 
for real homemaking- homemaking in 
the broad sense that it is more 
than training in feeding and clothing the 
family, that includes business train ~ng, 
care and management of chldren, recr ea-
tion in the home, the maintenance of a 
happy home atmosphere, physical care 
of the sick and the establishment of the 
home as a definite unit in a social or-
ganization. 
The possibilities for even larger de-
velopment are right here on our campus 
and have been but they must be even 
better co-ordinated. We have our child 
psychology courses including child na-
ture and training with recognition of the 
right and place of a chird in the home 
and the mother's responsibility to the 
child of pre-school age with its training 
and recreation as well as the child of 
school age, for we have come to r ealize 
that children are no longer playthings 
or possessions but real humans with 
the same rights for development and 
growth that we ourselves have. We 
have our sociology courses and the home 
is one of the most important factors in 
a complicated social organization. We 
have our physical education courses for 
physical development of the girls who 
are being trained as well as providing 
training for better physical health and 
development of children. In the home 
economics department are found the 
home nursing, die tetics and family health 
courses in addition to all the art, cloth 
ing, foods and household management 
courses with finally the practice cottage 
for practical application of scientific 
facts. 
These are not new courses, but 
courses already in existence which must 
be brought together and applied to one 
By ELEANOR MURRAY 
big problem. No homemaking course is 
complete without this co-ordination which 
tends toward high standards of family 
life based on scientific care and manage· 
ment. 
Out of this first · summer conference 
there is the plan for permanent graduate 
work in Vocational Home Economics Ed-
ucation that our own graduates who are 
now teaching may come back for special 
work. 
At the conference this year all were 
women of experience as supervisors a nd 
teacher trainers. They gathered around 
long tables and attacked a r eal problem 
in real conference manner. 
The big problem of the conference 
was the job analysis of homemaking and 
the homemaker's responsibilities handled 
by Miss Mabel Campbell, a former grad-
uate of Iowa State, who is now with t h e 
federal board and by Dean Richardson. 
Dean Richardson was formerly chief of 
the home economics service of the feder-
al board and worked several years on 
job analysis. The job analysis is to 
make possible to teach as well as pos-
sible by an investigation of the respon-
sibilities of the homemaker and a con-
sideration of working out these respon-
sbilities, how to organize units of in-
struction that will include those things 
the girl needs to know that are inter-
esting to her and to so arrange these 
problems to get an effective instructional 
order. 
The homemaker has other needs than 
training in feeding and'. clo'th.ing the 
family. We are coming to realize this 
more and more and such analysis is 
proving most valuable from the stand-
point of emphasizing the size of the 
homemaker's responsibilities and the big 
field of management, for the successful 
homemaker must be as much a manager 
as a: worker and prospective homemak-
ers must be trained in such a way that 
they will be better managers. 
Miss Alma Binzel, a child training 
specialist who does part time instruct ion 
at Minnesota and Cornell universities 
and lecture work the rest of the time, 
took up the problem of training for par-
enthood during two weeks of the confer-
ence. She urged strongly that training 
for parenthood should be given to every 
individual- and not alone to women. 
She divided the educational task into two 
parts. First, we must include as part of 
general education such training in our 
public schools as well as such training for 
those not connected with public schools 
or colleges that not only those now in 
schools shall benefit but also those who 
are now parents or are no longer connec-
ted with educational institutions. Second, 
we must at once make provsions for the 
training of teachers who are in turn to 
teach others. This is a big field for 
broad training is needed for such teach-
ers. Iowa State College recognizes this 
and was glad to supplement its regular 
work in child training by the courses 
offered by Miss Binzel. 
Prof. Lancelot, head of the vocation-
al education department, took up modern 
methods in education, emphasizing the 
modern viewpoint of educational methods 
as the basis for selection, organization 
and presentation of subject matter. 
_ Special problems for teacher trainers 
and state supervisors were taken up 
daily by Miss Campbell. The work of 
state sunervisors is comparatively new. 
At the time the Smith-Hughes law was 
nassed in 1917 there was but one in the 
United States and now all but one state 
has at least one supervisor. Because it 
is such a new field there were many prob-
lems to be worked out together. Prob-
ably in no other field in education does 
the success depend more upon co-opera-
tion between teacher training institu-
tions and the state department. For 
that r eason the two groups were handled 
together. 
The teacher training institution must 
know t he proposed program for the de-
velopment of work in the state, that 
knowing and understanding the needs, 
teachers may be trained to these needs. 
The r esponsibilities of the teacher train-
ing institute to the prospective teacher 
and to the education department were 
taken up and analysis made to deter-
mine t h e r esponsibilities of each super-
visor and teacher trainer, their difficul-
ties in meeting the responsibilities and 
methods of solving the difficulties. 
This conference was very mucl). of a 
success and with the development going 
on a ll the time for h elping to better 
solva the problems taken up at the 
conference Iowa State will continue to 
stand foremost as a training school for 
homemakers and trainers of homemak-
ers. 
Fish That Is Appetizing 
THE cooking of fish depends largely 
on taste, for various methods may 
be used in preparing the same kind of 
fish. Halibut may be baked, boiled, fried 
or broiled and be quite as delicious 
in one way as another. This rule is 
also true of nearly every kind of white 
fleshed fish. Fish that contain quite 
an amount of oil as mackeral, h erring, 
By MAXINE SMITH 
salmon, and shad are best suited for 
broiling, baking or planking. They con-
tain so much oil distributed thru the 
flesh that it requires a dry, intense heat 
to make them palatable. Salmon is an 
exception, being at its best when boiled. 
An old saying declares, "Small fish 
should swim twice- once in water, once 
in oil." It is a good proverb for the 
cook to remember because it applies 
well to every tiny fish. 
To prepare a fish for planking, it must 
be cut down the back instead of the sto-
mach. There are a number of real ad-
vantages to this m ethod of cooking; 
it may be done in the oven of any coal 
or gas stove, th e wood imparts a flavor 
to the fish which can be obtained in no 
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other way, there is no difficult task o!i 
s liding it from the broiler or bake pan 
to the platter because it is proper to 
send th~ plank, laid on a folded towel, 
to the table. 
To plank a fish, heat and oil an oak 
plank made for the purpose; spread up· 
on this skin side down, the fish dressed 
and cleaned and split down the under 
side; brush over with butter or oil and 
set in the dripping pan in the lower 
gas oven, at first near the burners, after 
cooking a few minutes, remove to the 
floor of the oven to finish cooking. Cook 
about 25 minutes, basting often. Set 
the plank upon a platter. Spread over 
the fish a plain sauce and garnish· the 
edge of the plank with mashed potatoes, 
lemon and parsley. 
Improvise a fish kettle if you haven't 
one. Line a wire basket with a napkin, 
allowing the linen to fall over the edges, 
put in the fish, ·coiling it if it is large, 
and drop the basket in a kettle of boiling 
water. The basket simplifies the lifting 
of the fish from the kettle. 
Broiling is probably the simplest as 
well as thcf best method of cooking 
many kinds of fish, the flavor and juices 
being better preserved. The double 
broiler is the best utensil to use altho 
they may be cooked on a griddle or · a 
spider. Heat and butter the broiler, 
lay fish in, flesh side down; when 
browned turn and finish cooking. Baste 
with butter or cream whilil/ cooking. 
Season to taste. 
An oily fish needs no enrichment of 
fat before broiling; a white-fleshed fish 
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does. If it is cut in steaks, dip it in oil 
or melted butter before putting in the 
broiler. Let it get crisp and brown on 
the flesh side before turning. Broil the 
skin side carefully; it is apt to burn. 
Finish the cooking in a hot oven. 
The difficult task of taking the fish 
from the baking pan without breaking 
may be overcome if an iron sheet with 
rings at each end for handles is used. 
Grease it well before setting the fish to 
cook and lay under it strips of salt pork, 
then set in the baking pan. 
When baking halibut, pour milk over 
and around it - before setting it in the 
oven. It keeps the fish moist, improves 
the flavor and makes it brown more 
thoroly. 
A baked fish presents a more attrac-
tive appearance when served in an up-
right position on the platter; it also 
cooks better. To keep it upright, press 
it down enough to flatten the under side 
then if necessary brace with potatoes. 
Sometimes the fish is long and slender. 
It may then be bent and the tail tied to 
the mouth. 
Fish may be sauted in pi! or lard, the 
fat should be deep enough to cover the 
fish and hot enough to brown a piece 
of bread in 30 seconds. Season the fish 
while it is cooking. After being wiped 
dry the fish should be rolled in Indian 
meal, flour or sifted crumbs before fry-
ing. Unless fish are very small they 
should be notched on each side before 
being rolled in meal. 
Boiling is the most insipid way of 
cooking fish yet there are certain va,ri-
eties that are better cooked this way if 
accompanied by a rich sauce. Fish 
should be wrapped in cheese cloth before 
boiling to preserve its shape. The head 
is the best part of the boiled fish and 
1 he nearer the head the better t he por-
tions. Boiled fish should be served on 
a napkin and the sauce in a tureen. A 
fish of six pounds should boil or steam 
in 30 minutes, the water should always 
be salted. A boiled fish may be stuffed 
if clesired. 
In spite of careful watching, a fish will 
occasionally break in the boiling. Do 
not try to patch it _together into an un-
sightly heap of skin, bones and meat. 
Flake it quickly and lay in good sized 
portions on a large platter. Garnish with 
roses of mashed potatoes and pour a 
sauce over the fish. This transforms an 
almost hopeless failure into a most at-
tractive dish. 
Small fish are usually best when fried . 
Lard may be used as a frying material; 
a mixture of suet and lard is better but 
best of all if it can be afforded is the 
clear frying oil which leaves no greasy 
taste. To prepare a fish for frying, 
clean thoroly and wipe dry inside and 
out. Small fish must be handled gently; 
they are tender and the flesh bruises 
easily. Roll them in flour then in beaten 
egg and roll again in finely sifted bread 
crumbs. Have oil hot, cook fish for five 
minutes. Do not allow them to get 
dark. Dra in off as much fat as possible 
and lay on a platter, garnish with parsley 
and lemon. 
Economy, Or A Wrong Idea 
AT THE time an electric washer was brought into our home I agreed with 
the neighbor lady who said, "Well, it 
sur ely is a mighty fine thing, but I don't 
see how WE ever could afford it. I've 
g iven up all my extra time for six years 
to scrubbin g clothes on my old tin wash-
board and I guess I cari stand it another 
six,anyway until we are able to buy 
something better." 
Today I think of that woman who 
bends over the hot, steaming soap suds, 
scrubbing and rubbin g 1be flirt and 
grease from the clothe ' of tho>c six boys 
and who comes to the tabl e so. tired and 
cross she can't eat. Then in a vision I 
see my mother wbo has her washing out 
long before lunch hour. and by meal 
time she is rested and has the appetite 
of a hungry school boy. 
I r emember one Monday morning, the 
usual wash day, father came in from the 
office for some papers he had left at 
home. He found mother sitting in a 
comfy chair reading the women's page 
in a popular woman's magazine. 
"Decided not to wash today?" 
For answer, she took him to the laun-
dry. The eletric washer was doing the 
work while mother was enjoying a good 
rest. 
There are not many power washers 
in our community. Why? Well just be-
cause there are only a few people that 
think they can afford the luxury . They 
think, "It's not necessary to have one. 
I have so many other places for my ex-
tra money." Are they correct when they 
By HARRIETT WALLACE 
think the washboard and tub is more 
economical? 
One day I asked moth er if she thought 
her new way of washing was more eco-
nomical than the old method. 
"It's such a COMFORT, gi rli e !"-and 
I was left to infer from the tone of her 
voice that the washing machine belongs 
to the class of luxuries. but after all was 
well worth the " horrible" expense. 
And mother worked under this delu-
sion for months- in fact until I handed 
her one day the result of a stnrlv of 
wasbing machine costs which I had 
made as a research problem in a home 
ecoPomics class at Iowa State college. 
These results were based upon a period 
of ten years, each year 52 weeks long. 
With electric power: 
Average electric machine ....•. $ .150.00 
Interest at 6 per cent for 10 yrs. 90.00 
Supplies (soap, starch, bluing) 
25c a week. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130.00 
Electricity, 1.5- 2c per hour for 
2 hrs. a week. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.80 
Housewife's work at 40c per, 
hour 3 hours a w.eek. . . . . . . . . . 624.00 
$1014.80 
The life of the machine is considered 
to be ten years. 
By washboard and tub: 
Housewife's work for 6 hours 
each week at 40c ...... . ..... $1248.00 
Supplies (soap, starch, bluing) 
25c a week ....... . . ... ... .. . 
2 tubs @ $2.00 .. ..... . ... . . ... . 




3 ringer s @ $5.00. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.00 




How about it? Is it a greater luxury 
to have a washboard and tub in your 
laundry or to have an electric wash er? 
Wouldn't it be wonderful if the peo-
ple that dream of money could give their 
imagination to every housewife? She 
could imagine living through ten years 
of enjoyable life plenty of time for clnb, 
plenty of time for rest, and then come 
out with $384.80 more to her credit. 
"Why is it that more families do not 
have an electrical power washer if it is 
so much more economical and efficient?" 
I can imagine many of the readers ask-
ing. 
let us attempt the solution. P erhaps 
it is because so many people find it 
harder to look into the future than it is 
to look into the past, or it may be be-
cause so many women have given up 
hopes of getting away from the drudgery 
of washing. 
But for these women there is hope. 
There are only two steps necessary to 
climb out of the spirit of drudgery and 
to make "play" the laundry motto. One 
step leads to the basement, to store the 
old tub ·and board away, and the other 
step leads to the little electric shop 
around the corner to order a standard 
type washer. 
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TO YOU- IOWA HOMEMAKERS 
'l'he Iowa Homemaker is truly ''A Magazine for Home-
makers from a Homemakers' School.'' 'L'hm its pages 
we endeavor each month to bring to you women of Iowa 
the benefits derived from work in home:naking laborator-
ies under the supervision of women nationally known 
in the study of the business of homemaking, for home-
making is a business, and a big one. Statistics prove that 
Homemaking is Iowa 's greatest industry. 
The articles in 'l'he Homemaker are therefore planned 
\rith the idea that the present homemakers mai· derive 
the same benefit from Iowa State College that the future 
homemakers are deriving. Those articles which are not 
written by instructors are written either after consulta-
tion with thr instructor in whose field it lies or as direct 
results from class\rork. The Rainbow Tea story this 
month was the outgrowth from plans for such a tea 
made in Miss Bailey 's ''Fancy Cookery'' class. Thus 
thru tlw mcll.ium of our magazine we wish to pass on to 
yon the benefits we are daily receiving. 
YOUR VISION SEES TOO FAR ; THESE THINGS 
ARE NEAR · 
Then' were two men. One was a famous inventor, the 
other a noted scientist. 'l'he wo1·ld pronounced them 
great and to each was paid equal homage. 
One day ihcy stood together on the sand beach of a 
large moody lake. 
Great green waves tipped with whitest froth rolled to 
the feet of each. ln front of both, miles across on the 
opposite shore, the bluest sky with piles of gleaming 
clouds aml, the promise of a turbulent sunset, stooped 
down and touched the waves. A gull swooped gracefully 
to the surface and rose again into the air. Far out 
across the like a loon called. 
Said the inventor, looking far out f1Cross the lake, 
''Yes, when T have increased the efficiency of it just a 
little more, my fame and probably my fortune are sure.'' 
The other was silent. He stooped and picked up a 
pebble washell smooth by the water, and his thots were 
not in his laboratory. 
* * * 
'' To see the world in a grain of sand, 
And a heaven in a wildflower; 
Hold_ infinity in the palm of your hand, 
And eternity in an hour." 
FEMALE HELP WANTED 
• 
She stood before the winc~ow of a large cmplo_,-mr>nt 
b11rean. The long line of girls had passed and it was 
her turn to recein~ an application blank which the man 
behind the winclow thrust at her. She went to a small 
table, tnrned oYer the card and fingen•d it womlcriugly 
as she picked up a pen. 
Nwite-well yes, that was easy, "Mary E. Stewart." 
Address-She filled that in also. 
Previons expe1·ience-that was hard, she left it blank 
Names of former employers-blank also. 
Special training-as she had been to a finishing school 
''Miss Gordon's School for Young Ladies.'' 
Refcr('nces-two of her mother's friends woul<J do . 
There, she hoped that would pass. She took her card 
to the window. 
"Step in at the right, lady." 
"We have your card.. Come in," said the man at the 
desk, "sit down please. 1\Iiss Stewart-that right?" 
''Yes.') 
"What kind of work do yon \rant, Miss Stewart '?" 
"Just anything." 
,., You have no experience '?'' 
'' Wh.r-<:L-a-no. '' 
"But you have been to schoolJ [see-young ladies' fin-
ishing school1 H 'm. Who arc these women you have as 
references, business women1 
"No." 
'' Can you type 1' ' 
''A little.'' 
''How many \rords a minute~' ' 
" L don't know." 
• 'An v shortha11<1? No 1 Well let's see how well you 
write ~ -our name anll address- hardly do-hardly do. 
Call y~n operate a S\\'itchboard ~ '' 
"No." 
"Yon have stmli ecl French and German1" 
''Some.'' 
''Can you talk at all 1'' 
"Not very much." 
The man flipped her card aside. "T am sorry yonng 
lady. You might try a c1.omcstie service agency but r 
ha ':'e nothing fo1• you. Next girl please." 
* * * 
'L'\renty-one years before two women sat at tra. Sair1 
the' huly on the left: "Now my daughter shall not learn 
how to clo anything for I 'vc fonml out that if you don't 
know how, ~'OU 'll never have to do anything.'' 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Readers o£ the Home;naker may be disappointed at the 
omission of onr ''Who's There and Where'' page. Due 
to the press conditions it was necessary to omit this 
section' for the present issue. OtH October issue will be 
fnll of news from our graduates. 
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DISINFECTANT FOR INSECT BITES 
What is a simple household remedy for insect 
bites, small cuts, etc.? 
A solution of boraric acid crystals in 
alcohol is very good as a general house-
hold disinfectant for simple wounds such 
as. you suggest. 
COCOA STAINS 
How may I remove cocoa stains from table 
linen? · 
A simple and effective method is as 
follows: Soak the stained spot in clear, 
cold water for a few minutes. Rinse 
out and then wash in the usual way. 
SUMMER TEA SUGGESTIONS 
Can you suggest a good menu for a simple 
tea? 
A very good tea for a summer after-
noon with a color scheme of green and 
white could consist of mint ice, white 
frosted cakes with green decor ations, 
green and white candies and nuts. See 
the story of a Rainbow Tea in this is-
sue of t he Homemaker. 
SIMPLE FROZEN DESERT 
What would be an easily prepared cold dessert? 
A very good frozen dessert may be 
made from a can of sweetened peaches. 
The label is removed and the can packed 
in a salt and ice mixture and allowed to 
stand for two or four hours. The can 
is then opened and the frozen mixture 
may be sliced and served in any manner 
desired. 
HIGH SCHOOL ETIQUETTE BOOK 
What is a good book on etiquette for high 
school people? 
We would suggest the book "Everyday 
Manners" written by the Philadelphia 
high school teachers, published by Mac-
Millan Co., 66 Fifth avenue, New York 
City, price one dollar. 
MORE PALATABLE RICE 
How can rice be cooked so that the grains 
remain whole? 
Wash rice thoroly until the water is 
clear . Put in iron kettle and cover with 
cold water. Bring to boil and let boil 
five minutes. Cover and let steam for 
15 minutes. 
SUCCESS WITH ANGEL FOOD 
What is a means of preventing angel food 
cake from being tough? 
If the egg whites are beaten until stif:l' 
but not until dry, angel food will be soft 
<tnd tender. 
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ELIMINATING RED ANTS 
Can you suggest a means of getting rid of 
sma ll red ants? 
An effective aid in disposing of these 
pests is the use of pyrethean powder 
which may be purchased at any drug 
store. The powder is sprinkled where 
the ants are found. 
REMOVING FINISH FROM FUR-
NITURE 
Will you please tell me how to remove old 
finish from furniture which I wish to re-
decorate? 
There are several good commercial 
paint and varnish removers on the mar-
ket but if you desire to, you may use a 
strong solution of lye which will remove 
the old finish satisfactorily. 
BOOK ON HOUSEHOLD MANAGE-
MENT 
Could you suggest for m e a good book on 
houseold management problems? 
A good book is "The Family and Its 
Members" by Anna Garlin Spencer, pub-
lished by Lippincott, East Washington 
Square, Philadelphia. The price of the 
book is two dollars. 
MAKING A ROLLED COLLAR FIT 
How can I make a rolled collar fit a dress for 
which I have no collar pattern? 
Measure -in inches the neck line of 
the dress. Draw on paper a line the 
same length . For a very rolled collar, 
this line may be straight, or it may 
be curved according to the amount of 
roll desired. From this line may be 
drawn the width and shape of collar de-
sired. 
RECIPE REPRINTED 
In a recent issue of The Homemaker there 
was a recipe for apple and walnut p ie. Could 
you reprint it ? • 
The recipe is as follows: 
Boil %, cup water and lh cup sugar 
three minutes. Wipe, pare and cut four 
apples in eighths, remove the core and 
cook a few at a time in the syrup until 
transparent. Wash., remove the stones 
and cut dates to make % cup, into strips. 
Line a pie plate with plain paste, cover 
with 1,4 cup walnut meats broken in 
pieces and one half the dates. Cover 
with apples and the remaining walnuts 
and dates. Pour on two tablespoonfuls 
of lemon juice a nd dot with one tea-
spoonful of butter and add any r emain-
ing syrup. Cover with pastry and bake 
in a moderate oven for 45 minutes. 
~II ON 
SUBSTITUTE FOR LINGERIE CLASPS 
How can I keep shoulder straps in place with-
out us ing lingerie clasps? 
Fasten one end of a three-inch strip 
of narrow tape to the shoulder seam of 
dress and fasten the other end with 
snaps close to the neck. Shoulder straps 
are caught and held in place by this 
simple device. 
COCOA OR CHOCOLATE 
have a lways used powdered cocoa for mak-
ing chocolate. Recently I heard that grated 
chocolate is better. Which do you suggest? 
Chocolate has a fat content twice that 
of cocoa. Thus if served with a meal, 
cocoa is better but when served with 
wafers or small cakes as light refresh-
ment chocolate may be used. 
REMOVING STAINS FROM WINDOWS 
How may I remove paint and oil stains from 
my window panes ? 
These stains may be removed by rub-
bing with gasoline, after which the win-
dows may be washed as usual. 
CUSTARD MAKING 
In making custard. should the milk be hot or 
cold when added to the caramelized sugar? 
The milk should be hot so that the 
sugar will not harden when it is added. 
It is best to add the entire amount ot 
milk at once instead of gradually. 
PROPORTIONS FOR CANNING FRUITS 
What are the approved proportions for sugar 
water and fruit in canning of fruit? 
Use one-fourth to one-third as much 
sugar as weight of fruit. Use more su-
gar for very acid fruits . 
CLOTHES FOR SQUARE SHOULDERS 
Is there any way of lessen in g the appearance 
or square shoulders by the nP~k lines one uses 7 
A person with square shoulders should 
wear a sloping neck line-never a hori-
zontal neck line, for that would empha-
size the defect. 
REMOVING WHITE FOG FROM 
FURNITURE 
Can you tell me if there is any way to remove 
the white fog on furniture caused by water? 
There is a very simple and easy way 
of removing the white fog. Heat a little 
water, add a little aJp.monia, wring out 
a piece of cheese cloth in this solution 
and rub over the spot on the varnish. 
This. will cause the white fog to disap-
pear. The surface can then be repol-
ished with some furniture polish. 
The Mysteries of Amateur 
Make Up 
{Continued,from page 3) 
all colors. This hair is sold at 25 cents a 
yard. It is bradded and curled, blJ\t 
can be straightened by moistening and 
stretching for several hours. 
Spirit Gum is sold at 35 cents a bottle. 
It is used to stick the false beards. The 
main thing to remember is that the face 
must be free from grease where hair is 
to be attached, as the beard will not 
stick over grease paint. Then beards 
and mustaches should be made up be-
fore the spirit gum is applied to the 
face. Usually the rope of crepe is divid-
ed lengthwise into four strands, which 
are straightened out for measurement 
and then cut. If a beard is to extend 
from ear to ear it should be made up in 
three or four sections. The two sections 
running from the ears down the cheeks 
should be attached first with the hair 
running down the face. Then the low-
er part of the face can be decorated 
with the hair running up and down. 
Never attach a false beard from ear to 
ear in one piece as that means the lines 
of hair must run cross-wise on part of 





Can be opened at this bank 
and arranged so that either one 
may draw checks against it at . 
any time without the signature i 





• 1 Tbhishserves. as a cfonvenien?e f to ot and 1s a sa eguard m I the event of death of either, the _t 
j survivor being entitled to the 
= remainder without formalities i 
t or tedious court proceedings. ' 
I l 
!I I i ! Story County Trust & j j Savings Bank 1 
i Ames, Iowa ~ 
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Powder Puffs: natural. Powder is used very success-
fully to blend the hair and beard to same 
shade of grey. The false hair is al-
ways the last part of the make-up to be 
attached. 
Wigs: 
Wigs must be rented and usually cost 
$1.50 for each performance. Except for 
some character parts it is best to man-
age without them. In case they are 
used every effort should be exerted to 
get wigs which fit. Then they should 
be pulled down securely, and if bald, the 
wig and forehead should be made to 
match. False hair should be trimmed 
to blend when used with a wig. 
One puff should be provided for each 
can of powder so that powders are not 
mixed. Amateurs should be careful not 
to sprinkle powder around on the paint. 
This is unnecessary and is a source of 
annoyance to all others using the kit. 
Hare's Feet: 
Several of these are necessary and 
serve as the best means of applying dry 
rouge to the cheeks. 
Stumps and Orange Wood Sticks: 
Either may be used to apply the lines 
for wrinkles and eyelids. 
There are some other items such as 
liquid white, nose putty, hair color, liiJ 
+·-··- ··- ··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··- + 
SUPPLIES . 
We Carry a Complete Line of 
Students' Supplies 
NEW AND USED TEXTBOOKS 
Student Supply Store 







J. D. PALMER & CO. 
DRY GOODS-COATS-SUITS 
The Store Behind the Goods 
New Autumn 
Modes 
.An authentic showing of the new things £or 
fall wear-Models of Satin Canton, Conton 
Crepe, ·Po uri Twills and Twill C.ords; in all 
the authoritative modes. Popular pricings. 
J. D. PALMER & CO. 









sticks, clown white, toupee wax, burnt 
cork, liquid rouge, black-eye paint, etc., 
but the average amateur kit can do 
very nicely without any of these. 
Steps in Make-Up 
The coat or top garment should be 
removed before make-up is applied. Cold 
cream should be rubbed over face, ears, 
neck and all skin to be made-up. It 
should then be thoroughly wiped off. 
If grease paint foundation is used it 
comes next, after which the wrinkles 
and shadows are painted in. If grease 
paint is not used then wrinkles and 
shadows are applied directly after cold 
cream foundation, and correct shade of 
powder is next applied. Powder applied 
after the lining helps to blend and make 
the wrinkles look more natural. 
The eyebrow is outlined with color a 
little darker than the hair or wig. In 
case of character part the line may be· 
changed, for instance· in the case of a. 
Chinese part the slant of the brow must 
be changed by painting over with white, 
then grease paint, the color of face, af-
ter which powder is applied and a new 
brow drawn. In lining the eyelash the 
dark line should not begin too near the 
inside corner. Start about one-sixth of 
the distance from the inside c.orner to 
the outside corner and keep the lining 
as close up to the root of the lash as 
possible. Let it extend straight out be-
yond the outside corner along the natural 
wrinkle for from one-sixth to a quarter 
of an inch. 
Dip the end of an orange wood stick 
into the brightest moist rouge and dot 
close to the inner corner of each eye. 
Moist rouge is also used sparingly on 
the inside of the nostril and applied to 
the lips. It is sometimes necessary to 
blend a red for the lips for character 
part. Care should be taken not to get 
the mouth too large particularly for a 
straight feminine part. Rouge is most 
successfully blended on the lips with 
the tip of the finger. Dry rouge is ap-
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plied last to the face and should be 
smoothly blended with a hare's foot. 
Young girls wear rouge high. For men 
and older women it can extend 'lower 
down on the cheek. The lobes of the 
ears, the tip of the chin, the upper lLds 
and the line of the forehead just above 
the eyebrow should be touched up with 
a bit of dry rouge. 
False •hair is the last thing to be ap-
plied. The lines and shadows should be 
examined after every thing is finished 
so that any necessary retouching can be 
done. The neck, arms and hands should 
be made up with appropriate color. Sun-
burnt powder is ve"y convenient in mak-
ing up very white hands for character 
. parts and liquid white is sometimeu 
necessary to whiten very red hands. 
The expert can gage the correct inten-
sity of make-up in the dressing room if 
he is familiar with the stage lights bu.t 
the amateur should remember to test 
it out before the lights of the stage. If 
he is a beginner he should do this be-
fore the final night, preferably at the 
dress rehearsal. He should study the 
character in the faces he meets and 
should practice. 
Make-up material can be secured from 
local drug stores, The Wingate Co., Cos-
tumers, Des Moines, Iowa, M. Stein Cos-
+·-··-~1-III-MI-111-II-III-II-II-111-II-Wr,-MI-II-II-II-II-1~-II-II-II-II-II-II-II-II-11- + 
New Fall Millinery 
Distinctive-Exclusive 
We invite you 
WALSH HAT SHOP 
319 Main St. Ames, Iowa 
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metic Co., New York City, N. Y., and 
Samuel French, 28 West 38th Street, 
New York. 
Books on Make-Up 
How to Make-Up by S. J. Adair Fitz-
Gerald, price 50 cents. Published by 
Samuel French, New York. 
Hageman's Make-Up Book, price 25 
cents-The Dramatic Publishing Co., 
Chicago. 
The Art of Theatrical Make-Up by 
Cavendish Morton, price $1.40. Publish-
ed by The MacMillan Co. 
Tea-Suggestive of the 
Rainbow 
(Continued frpm page 6) 
Fill the jar with cold water and let 
chill on ice. When ready to serve add 
one pint of carbonated water. 
Fairy Wafers 
lh c. butter 
1 c. powdered sugar 
% c. milk 
1% c. flour 
Coloring 
Cream together butter and sugar, add 
+·- ··- ··- ··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·ll-11-11- + 
FOR THE BENEFIT OF STATE j 
FAIR VISITORS WE WILL CON- j 
TINUE OUR 27TH AUGUST SALE j 
OF j 
FURS ! 
At 20% Discount 
Exclusive models for women and 
misses at very moderate prices 
to suit each individual. 
Fur Coats, Wraps, Capes, Scarfs, 
and Chokers of superior quality 
Your old furs restyled, repaired 
l and retrimmed, relined or cleaned 
at special low rate during Fair 1 Week and August Sale 
t SEFREN'S 
j Iowa's Foremost Exclusive j Manufacturing Furriers 
j 716-718 Walnut Street i Des Moines, Iowa 
+ -··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
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the milk drop by drop then the sifted 
flour and coloring last. With a broad 
bladed knife spread the mixture very 
thin on the well buttered bottoms of 
pans and mark in three-inch squares. 
Bake five minutes in a moderate oven. 
When baked, very quickly cut the waf-
ers apart and roll them over a lead 
pencil into any number of shapes. If 
the wafers become crisp before tbey are 
rolled, put them back in th e oven a min-
ute and roll them again. 




Our New Fall 
Street Dresses 
and Coats 
Latest Fall .F'ashion 
Jn 






















Carr Hardware Co. 
THE HEADQUARTERS 
FOR ALL HOME SUPPLIES 




PAINTS, VARNISHES, ENAMELS 
CARR HARDWARE CO. 
''The Paint Store '' 
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Vary the Vegetable 
{Continued from page 7) 
all known, but many people seem not 
to have made their acqauintance. They 
are easily gr_own, will stand frost, and 
are usually very cheap, selling at two 
or three cents a pound. They may be 
hoiled and served buttered or creamed, 
in soup or in salad. It would be well 
worth while to cultivate their acquain-
tance if you have not already done so. 
Then there are stuffed vegetables : 
baked tomatoes stuffed with buttered 
crumbs or with an egg baked in each 
tomato cup, cabbage leaves rolled around 
:.> meat stuffing or the whole head stuffed 
with meat or cheese mixture, peppers 
stuffed with rice or crumbs with ham 
or veal, or large onions suffed with 
minced dried beef and crumbs. In fact 
one never failing recipe for variety is 
to concoct a new stuffing or stuff a differ-
ent vegetable. If, at any time, you think 
you have exhausted all the possibilities 
hunt up an Armenian cook book and you 
will find that almost two-thirds of all 
the recipes in the book are for "dolmas," 
dolma being their name for dishes with 
stuffing. 
It would seem with the endless possl· 
bilities, that our meals need never be 
monotonous. Every housewife JShould 
recognize the vegetable as an aristocrat 
in food society and should prepare ancl 
serve it most carefully so that the fam-
ily will learn to treat it with proper re-
spect. Any mother who succeeds in mak-
ing vegetables popular on her table has 
solved one of the biggest problems in 
the feeding oE her family. 
She Gets 24 Cups 
More to the Pound 
Chocolate Cream Coffee Is More 
Economical Because It Goes 
So Much Farther, Says 
This User 
Minne(lpolis, Minn., (Special)-" It 
has a finer flavor, is stronger but not 
bitter, does not require any clearing and 
has a good color even if milk is used 
instead of cream," says Mrs. Frank 
Springstead of 2414 26th Ave. So., in 
regard to Chocolate Cream Coffee. 
"Six of us drink it twice a day and 
one pound lasts me two days longer 
than another brand I used, which 
would mean at least 24 cups more to 
the pound. 
"The paraffin-walled canisters keep it 
from losing its strength or drying out." 
You, too, will find it is economy to 
buy the best coffee. Ask your grocer for 
WESTERN GROCER COMPANY 
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THIS STORE 
always appreciates your busi-
ness and will always do all we 
can to merit same. Call any 
time and see the new wear-
abies in 
New Fall Dresses 
Underwear Hosiery 
Martha Four Foot Hosiery 
Gossard Corsets and Corse-
lettes and Braissiers 
Mail orders accepted on 
approval 
Aug. F. Schwien 
723 Story St. Boone,. Ia. 
Home Economics People use 
Harris ' Certified Color Colors 
-Red, Yellow, Green and Vio-
let. Also 
Manufactured by 
fRANK E. HARRIS CO., tnc.c 
Binghampton, N. Y. 
I 
I 




THE NEW ENGLAND 
"Trade at Headquartersn·lt's Safe" 
Do You Like to Wear 
the Latest Styles? 
If this be true, it will pay you to take a trip 
over to Marshalltown and inspect our large 
stock of Silks or other materials suitable for 
making that new garment; or, if you prefer it 
ready-made, a visit to our second floor will 
bring you in contact with a complete stock of 
the newest in ladies' ready-made clothes. 







E. L. RAY MaJ~:own A. W •BURCH I 
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